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Abstract 

6-mercaptopurine (6-MP) is a key component in maintenance therapy for childhood acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia (ALL). Recent next-generation sequencing analysis of childhood ALL clarified the emergence of the 

relapse-specific mutations of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 gene, which are involved in thiopurine metabolism. In this 

scenario, minor clones of leukemia cells could acquire the 6-MP resistant phenotype as a result of the NT5C2 or 

PRPS1 mutation during chemotherapy (including 6-MP treatment), and confer disease relapse after selective 

expansion. Thus, to establish new therapeutic modalities overcoming 6-MP resistance in relapsed ALL, human 

leukemia models with NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations in the intrinsic genes are urgently required. Here, 

mimicking the initiation process of the above clinical course, we sought to induce 2 relapse-specific hotspot 

mutations (R39Q mutation of the NT5C2 gene and S103N mutation of the PRPS1 gene) into a human lymphoid 

leukemia cell line by homologous recombination (HR) using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. After 6-MP selection of 

the cells transfected with Cas9 combined with single-guide RNA and donor DNA templates specific for either 

of 2 mutations, we obtained the sublines with the intended NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N mutation as a 

result of HR. Moreover, diverse in-frame small insertion/deletions were also confirmed in the 6-MP-resistant 

sublines at the target sites of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 gene as a result of non-homologous end-joining. These 

sublines are useful for molecular pharmacological evaluation of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 gene mutations in the 6-

MP sensitivity and development of therapy overcoming the thiopurine resistance of leukemia cells. 

Significance Statement: 

Mimicking the initiation process of relapse-specific mutations of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 genes in childhood 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia treated with 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP), we sought to introduce NT5C2-R39Q and 

PRPS1-S103N mutations into a human lymphoid leukemia cell line by homologous recombination using the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system. In the resultant 6-MP-resistant sublines, the intended mutations and diverse in-frame 

small insertions/deletions were confirmed, indicating that the obtained sublines are useful for molecular 

pharmacological evaluation of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 gene mutations. 
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Introduction  

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common childhood malignancy (Inaba & Mullighan, 2020; 

Malard & Mohty, 2020). Although the prognosis of childhood ALL has dramatically improved (Hunger & 

Mullighan, 2015; Inaba & Mullighan, 2020; Malard & Mohty, 2020), the prognosis of relapsed ALL remains 

poor because of drug resistance due to acquired gene mutations of leukemia cells (Ko et al., 2010). In the recent 

chemotherapeutic regimen for childhood ALL, maintenance therapy is crucial for prolonged remission and 

relapse prevention (Cortes & Kantarjian, 1995; Malard & Mohty, 2020; Wu & Li, 2018). In maintenance 

therapy, 6‐mercaptopurine (6‐MP) in combination with methotrexate is the backbone agent (Dieck & Ferrando, 

2019; B. Li et al., 2020; Wu & Li, 2018). 6‐MP is one of the thiopurine analogs that include 6‐thioguanine (6-

TG). Recent pharmacogenomic analyses reported the association of diverse genetic variants involved in 

thiopurine metabolism with clinical responses to thiopurine. Namely, loss of hypoxanthine 

phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1) activity (Yang et al., 2017), MutS homolog 6 (MSH6) haploinsufficiency 

(Madhusoodhan et al., 2016), NUDT15 polymorphism (Moriyama et al., 2016; Tatsumi et al., 2020), thiopurine 

S-methyltransferase (TPMT) and inosine triphosphate pyrophosphatase (ITPA) variants (Wahlund et al., 2020) 

are also reportedly involved in thiopurine metabolism.  

In addition to these genetic variants, recent next-generation sequencing (NGS) analyses revealed a close 

association of relapsed ALL with acquired point mutations of the essential genes involved in the thiopurine 

metabolism, including the cytosolic 5′ nucleotidase II (NT5C2) and the phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthetase 

1 (PRPS1) genes (Dieck et al., 2018; B. Li et al., 2020; B. Li et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2013; Somazu et al., 

2021). NT5C2 plays a crucial role in the de novo purine synthesis pathway, which hydrolyzes inosine 5'-

monophosphate (IMP) and other purine nucleotides (Dieck & Ferrando, 2019; Dieck et al., 2018; Hoell et al., 

2019; Li et al., 2020; Meyer et al., 2013; Tzoneva et al., 2018; Tzoneva et al., 2013). R238W/L/G/Q, R367Q, 

D407A/Y/E/H, and R39Q are the most common mutations of the NT5C2 gene (Dieck & Ferrando, 2019; Dieck 

et al., 2018). R39Q, R238W/L/G/Q, and R367Q mutations are supposed to disrupt positively charged residues 

located in the intermonomeric pocket, while D407A/Y/E/H mutation is supposed to disrupt the function of the 

arm region (Dieck & Ferrando, 2019). Therefore, these hotspot mutations disrupt the self-inactivation of NT5C2 

and lead to the constitutive activation (Dieck & Ferrando, 2019). On the other hand, PRPS1 catalyzes 

phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthesis, which is required for purine synthesis (B. Li et al., 2015). A190T/V 

and S103N are the most common mutations of the PRPS1 gene, which may affect the negative feedback 

regulation of PRPS1 activity through ADP and GDP, respectively (B. Li et al., 2015). Of clinical importance, 
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these mutations were generally undetectable in the diagnostic phase (B. Li et al., 2020). Once minor clones of 

leukemia cells acquire the relapse-specific mutations of the NT5C2 or PRPS1 gene, such clones could be 

selectively expanded during chemotherapy, including 6-MP treatment as a result of the 6-MP-resistant 

phenotype (Fig. 1A). Consistently, in our recent analysis of 106 ALL cell lines (Somazu et al., 2021), NT5C2 

and PRPS1 mutations were exclusively detected in the cell lines established from the samples at relapse and 

associated with reduced levels of DNA-incorporated thioguanine and, subsequently, inferior thiopurine 

sensitivities. 

To develop a novel therapeutic modality overcoming thiopurine resistance in relapsed ALL cases, human 

leukemia models that genetically mimic relapse-specific NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations are urgently required. In 

general, the pharmacological significance of the gene mutation is evaluated in leukemic cell lines transduced 

with wild-type or mutated cDNA using retroviral vectors. In the case of NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations, 

thiopurine-resistant phenotypes were confirmed in ALL cell lines transduced with mutated NT5C2 or PRPS1 

cDNAs using lentiviral vectors (B. Li et al., 2015; Tzoneva et al., 2013). 

Despite its utility, lentiviral vector-mediated gene transfer has several underlying limitations. Lentiviral 

vector induces overexpression of the target gene derived from cDNA under the control of the viral promoter, in 

addition to background expression of the intrinsic gene. Moreover, cDNA lacks introns and a 3’-untranslated 

region (UTR) of the target gene, which are involved in transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of 

gene expression (Mayr & Bartel, 2009; Sandberg et al., 2008; Shaul, 2017). Furthermore, in the NT5C2 gene, 

many alternative splicing transcripts were identified by the RNA-sequencing analysis (Black et al., 2018). 

Similarly, several splicing variants of the PRPS1 gene were registered in the NCBI database. Considering these 

limitations, direct induction of the hotspot mutations into the intrinsic gene of leukemia cells is the ideal model 

for pharmacological verification of NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations.  

Based on the above scenario in the clinical course of relapsed ALL with the emergence of NT5C2 or PRPS1 

mutations, we sought to introduce hotspot mutations of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 gene into a human lymphoid 

leukemia cell line via homologous recombination (HR) using the clustered regularly interspaced short 

palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 system (Fig 1.A). Considering the off-target effect of the CRISPR/Cas9 

system, we selected the NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N mutations with the highest off-target scores among 

hotspot mutations as candidates. In the clinical setting, the NT5C2-R39Q mutation was collectively reported in 5 

cases (3.9%) out of 129 relapsed ALL cases with NT5C2 gene mutations (Dieck & Ferrando, 2019; Dieck et al., 

2018; Hoell et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Meyer et al., 2013; Tzoneva et al., 2018; Tzoneva et al., 2013), while 
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the PRPS1-S103N mutation was reported in 2 cases (11%) out of 18 relapsed ALL cases with PRPS1 gene 

mutations (Li et al., 2020; Li et al., 2015). After the culture in the presence of 6-MP at therapeutic concentration, 

we successfully obtained the thiopurine-resistant sublines that acquired the intended NT5C2-R39Q or PRPS1-

S103N mutations. Moreover, we also obtained the sublines with diverse in-frame mutations via non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ)-mediated repair, which also conferred thiopurine resistance. 

Materials and Methods 

Cell line 

KOPN55bi was established from the patient with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) lymphoid blast crisis (Uno 

et al.), in which clinical characteristics can resemble those of Philadelphia chromosome-positive (Ph+) ALL 

(Kolenova, Maloney, & Hunger, 2016; Patel, Bledsoe, Higgins, Hutchinson, & Gerber, 2021) and was 

maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. 

Introduction of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations by the CRISPR/Cas9 system 

For NT5C2-R39Q mutation, the sequences of single-guide RNA (sgRNA) and single strand 

oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) were 5′- tgtgaaccgaagtttagcaa -3′ and 5′-

gctactcaccagcaagggtataatccatatcaaaaccaaaacactttatcttttccatAgcCaaacttTggttcacaaacaccctatagaaaataataaa -3′, 

respectively. For PRPS1-S103N mutation, the sequences of sgRNA and ssODN were 5′-tcctcccctccatttagagc -3′ 

and 5′-

tgtaggtccatggtgataatatgatctgcacctgctacagatagcatatttgcaacaagcttggctgagattggcgcGcggTtctaaatggaggggaggaaagaaa

agaaaaaccaaaaa -3′, respectively. The capital letters in ssOND sequences indicate the substituted nucleotides. 

Both sgRNA and template ssODN were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, IA, USA). 

Ribonucleoprotein complex consists of recombinant Cas9 nuclease (IDT) and guide RNA was electroporated 

into 5 × 105 cells with template ssODN using the Neon system (ThermoFisher Scientific, MA, USA). The 

electroporated cells were transferred to 4 wells of 96-well plate and cultured in the presence of SCR7 (Cayman 

Chemical, MI, USA, 1533426-72-0) at 1 µM and RS-1 (Calbiochem, CA, USA, 553510) at 7.5 µM for 48 

hours. The cells were expanded in 20 wells of 24-well plate for 2 weeks and then cultured in the presence of 500 

nM of 6-MP for 15 days for selection of 6-MP-resistant sublines. For single-cell cloning, parental cells were 

mixed with subline (25:1), seeded into a U-bottom 96-well plate at a density of 4 cells/100 µl medium per well, 

expanded for 15 days, and incubated with 6-MP at 500 nM for 11 days. 
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alamarBlue cell viability assay 

Briefly, 2.5 × 104 cells were plated into a 96-well plate in triplicate and cultured in serial concentrations of each 

agent. Sensitivities to 6-MP (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA, 852678) or 6-TG (Sigma-Aldrich, A4882) were tested 

after 7 days of exposure as previously reported (Somazu et al., 2021). Sensitivities to vincristine (Sigma-

Aldrich, 2068-78-2), daunorubicin (Sigma-Aldrich, 30450), dasatinib (a gift from Dr. Tetuzo Tauchi in Tokyo 

Medical University), MPA (TokyoChemical Industry, Tokyo, Japan, M2216), and 5-FU (Enzo Life Sciences, 

NY, USA, ALX-480-099-G005) were tested after 72 hours of incubation. The cells were further incubated in the 

presence of alamarBlue (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA, BUF012A) for 5 hours. Subsequently, absorbance 

was monitored at 570 nm by a microplate spectrophotometer using 600 nm as a reference wavelength.  

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

Genomic DNA was extracted using PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) and was 

amplified by PCR. Primer sequences were described in Supplemental Table S1. Direct sequencing of each PCR 

product was performed using each forward primer. 

Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) 

RNA was extracted using PureLink RNA Mini Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific), and cDNA was synthesized using 

SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase (ThermoFisher Scientific). RT-PCR analysis of the PRPS1 transcript was 

performed with forward primer in exon 1 and reverse primer in exon 4 of the PRPS1 gene. Real-time RT-PCR 

analysis of the PRPS1 gene was performed using Taqman Probe Kit (IDT Hs.PT.58.192794749) with ACTB 

gene expression level (ThermoFisher Hs99999903_m1) as an internal control.   

TA cloning 

Genomic PCR and RT-PCR products were cloned using a TOPO™ TA Cloning™ Kit (Invitrogen, MA, USA). 

For each PCR product, plasmid DNA was extracted from 5-10 colonies using the QIA Plasmid Mini kit 

(Qiagen, MD, USA) and subjected to direct sequencing. 

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) 

We incubated KOPN55bi cells with 6-MP at 100, 200, or 500 nM for 1 to 4 weeks and extracted genomic DNA. 

The ddPCR was performed using a Droplet Digital PCR QX200 system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, 

USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The mutation detection assays for NT5C2-R39Q and 
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PRPS1-S103N were purchased from Bio-Rad. 100 ng DNA was added to a 20 μL PCR mixture containing 

HaeIII restriction enzyme, and droplet generation was carried out using a Droplet Generator (Bio-Rad). PCR 

amplification was performed in the following conditions: denaturing at 95 °C for 10 min, 40 cycles of PCR at 

94 °C for 30 sec and 56 °C for 2 min, and a final extension at 98 °C for 10 min. PCR-positive and negative 

droplets were counted using the QX200 droplet reader (Bio-Rad), and the threshold for each assay was 

determined by comparing wild-type and no-template ddPCR results. All experiments were performed in 

triplicate. 

Flow cytometric analysis 

To evaluate cellular ABCC4 expression levels, after fixation and permeabilization with BD Cytofix/Cytoperm™ 

Fixation/Permeabilization Kit (BD, NY, USA, 554714), the cells were stained with anti-ABCC4 antibody (Cell 

signaling, MA, USA, D2Q2O) (1:100) or mouse IgG (Beckman Coulter, CA, USA, IM2475) (1:1000), 

subsequently with AlexaFlour 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (ThermoFisher Scientific, A-11008) (1:1000) 

as the second antibody, then processed for flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, BD, NY, USA). To detect apoptotic 

cell death, cells were stained with Annexin-FITC and PI (Medical & Biological Laboratories (MBL), Nagoya, 

Japan) and analyzed by flow cytometry. 

Western blot analysis 

Cells were solubilized in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40, 5 mM EDTA, 

0.05% NaN3, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 100 µM sodium vanadate) on ice. The cell lysates were 

separated on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel under reducing conditions and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. 

Each membrane was incubated with anti-NT5C2 (Abcam, MA, USA, ab96084), anti-PRPS1 (Proteintech, 

Tokyo, Japan, 15549-1-AP), anti-beta-actin (MBL, PM053-7), and anti-alpha-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich, T5168) 

antibodies at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, the membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-labeled 

anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgGs (MBL) at room temperature for 1 hour. Then, the blots were developed using an 

enhanced chemiluminescence detection (ECL) kit (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). The band density was 

semi-quantified using Image J (National Institute of Health, MD, USA). 

Quantification of intracellular thioinosine monophosphate (TIMP), TGN and DNA-TG 

For the measurement of TIMP, cells were incubated with 6-MP at 10 µM for 4 hours or at sequential 

concentrations according to pharmacokinetics. The cells were washed with cold PBS and then centrifuged to 
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collect the cell pellets. Cell pellets were frozen at -80°C overnight. After thawing, the samples were resuspended 

in 180 μl of 80% methanol, then vortexed, and then kept on ice for 10 min. These suspensions were centrifuged 

for 10 min at 10,000 × g. The supernatants were filtrated and measured by LC-MS/MS with InertSustain AQ-

C18 PEEK column (1.9 μm, 2.1 × 100 mm, GL Sciences, Tokyo, Japan). For the measurement of TGN, cells 

were incubated with 6-MP at 500 nM for 5 days. After washing with PBS, pellets of the cells were resuspended 

in 200 μl of water and frozen at -80°C overnight. After thawing, the cell pellets were sonicated for 20 seconds 

and resuspended in 100 μl of 25 mmol/L dithiothreitols (Kanto Chemical, Tokyo, Japan), 5 μl of 125 μM 

thioguanine-13C2, 15N (Toronto Research Chemicals, Toronto, ON) as internal standard, and 20 μl of 60% 

perchloric acid (Kanto Chemical, Tokyo, Japan). After centrifugation for 10 min at 13,000 × g, the supernatants 

were incubated for 1 hour at 95°C. Thioguanine concentrations were measured by LC-MS/MS with CORTECS 

C18+ column (1.6 μm, 2.1 × 50 mm, Waters, Milford, MA). For the measurement of DNA-TG, cells were 

incubated with 6-MP at 500 nM for 2 days. DNA was extracted using PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). The DNA samples with the addition of 6-methylmercaptopurine-d3 (Toronto 

Research Chemicals, Toronto, ON) as an internal standard were denatured at 100°C for 5 min and digested by 

0.6 U nuclease P1 from Penicillium citrinum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with a digestive buffer (500 mM 

sodium acetate, 10 mM MgCl2 pH 5.3) for 1 hour at 50°C. The digested DNA was treated with 3 U of calf 

intestinal alkaline phosphatase in the presence of reaction buffer (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) at 37°C for 30 min, 

and measured deoxy thioguanosine by LC-MS/MS with CORTECS C18+ column (1.6 μm, 2.1 × 50 mm, 

Waters, Milford, MA). The analyses were performed in triplicate. 

Statistics 

Dose-response curves to be fit by nonlinear regression and IC50 values were determined by R software version 

4.2.2 with the “drc” package. Subsequently, the IC50 values were automatically determined by the R software 

based on the four-parameter log-logistic function model as follows: Y = Low CI + (High CI-Low CI)/[1+10 ^ 

(Log IC50-X)]; Low CI: the minimum cell index values; High CI: the maximum cell index values; Y: Cell 

viability; X: the log of concentration. Each IC50 value as well as cell viability indicated the representative value 

in the multiple experiments (at least three independent analyses). One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s 

multiple comparison test was performed using R software. We used the zero-interaction potency (ZIP) model, in 

which the combined effect of 2 drugs is captured by comparing the changes in the potency of the dose-response 

curves between each individual drug and their combinations, since it provides an improved solution for 

identifying true synergistic interactions with a relatively low false positive rate (Yadav, Wennerberg, 
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Aittokallio, & Tang, 2015). The ZIP model evaluates the delta scores, which are deviations from the expectation 

of zero interaction for synergistic effect, and performs the z-tests, which compare the distribution of delta scores 

calculated by interactive bootstrap resampling of the model’s parameter space to 0. The resulting two-drug-

specific p-value is used to reject or accept the null hypothesis. The combination effect is defined as follows: 

synergy score > 10: synergistic effect; −10 < synergy score < 10: additive effect; synergy score < −10: 

antagonistic effect. We also applied the Loewe additivity model, which defines the expected effect as if a drug is 

combined with itself, by calculating the combination index with CalcuSyn software as follows: combination 

index = (D)1/(Dx)1 + (D)2/(Dx)2 + (D)1(D)2/(Dx)1(Dx)2, where: (Dx)1 or (Dx)2 is the dose of Drug 1 or Drug 

2 as a single agent required to produce an X% effect; (D)1 or (D)2 is the dose of Drug 1 or Drug 2 required to 

produce the same X% effect in the combination of two drugs. The combination effect is defined as follows: 

combination index < 1: synergistic effect; combination index = 1: additive effect; combination index > 1: 

antagonistic effect. 

Results 

1. Introduction of NT5C2 mutations using the CRISPR/Cas9 system 

Among four hotspot mutations of the NT5C2 gene (R39Q, R238W/L/G/Q, R367Q, and D407A/Y/E/H) (Dieck 

& Ferrando, 2019; Dieck et al., 2018), an appropriate protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) site with a high off-

target score was available in the adjacent region of codon 39, but not codons 238, 367, and 407. Thus, we tried 

to introduce the R39Q mutation of the NT5C2 gene into a human lymphoid leukemia cell line by HR using the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system. We designed sgRNA targeting at the PAM site located 10 bp away from codon 39 (Fig. 

1B). As the repair template, ssODN with 100 nucleotides complementary to the non-target strand (anti-sense) 

was used as a repair template. The ssODN contained a R39Q mutation (cga > cAa) and 2 silent mutations to 

avoid re-cutting the repaired loci (Fig. 1B). We used KOPN55bi as the target cell line, which was established 

from a patient with lymphoid crisis of CML. KOPN55bi is highly resistant to olaparib, a Poly (ADP)-ribose 

polymerase 1 (PARP1) inhibitor, suggesting that the DNA repair system for HR is active (Tamai et al., 2018). 

KOPN55bi has no mutation in the NT5C2 and PRPS1 genes (at least in the coding region) and it has a wild-type 

genotype of NUDT15 polymorphism (Somazu et al., 2021). Parental KOPN55bi was highly sensitive to 6MP in 

vitro in the 7-day incubation assay (Somazu et al., 2021). 

To introduce R39Q mutation by HR, the ribonucleoprotein complex consisting of sgRNA and Cas9 was 

electroporated into KOPN55bi cells with the ssODN. To enhance HR efficiency, we treated the cells with RS-1 
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and SCR7. RS-1 is a stimulator of RAD51, a key component in the HR repair pathway (Song et al., 2016), while 

SCR7 is an inhibitor for DNA-ligase IV, which is involved in the NHEJ repair pathway (Maruyama et al., 

2015). Transfected cells were incubated in 4 wells of a 96-well plate with 1 µM of SCR7 and 7.5 µM of RS-1 

for 48 hours, then transferred to 20 wells of a 24-well plate (Fig. 1C). After 14 days of expansion, the cells were 

incubated with 6-MP at 500 nM, which is equivalent to the serum Cmax level during maintenance therapy, for 15 

days. Subsequently, the cells were cultured in the absence of 6-MP. Three weeks after 6-MP selection, 6-MP-

resistant sublines were expanded in all 20 wells and then were transferred to culture flasks for further 

experiments (Fig. 1C). We further analyzed three representative sublines. 

In direct sequencing of the genomic PCR products, each subline was a mixture of heterogeneous 

populations with overlapping traces in a chromatogram (Fig. 1D). Since the R39Q mutation was partly 

confirmed in subline N#1, we performed single-cell cloning by serial dilution. In the obtained clone, 

homozygous R39Q mutation and 2 intended silent mutations were confirmed (Fig. 1E), indicating that R39Q 

mutation was induced as a result of HR. Considering that 6-MP treatment for selection may induce R39Q 

mutation, we performed ddPCR analysis in the parental cells treated with 6-MP at 100 nM, 200 nM, or 500 nM 

for 1, 2, or 4 weeks (Supplemental Table S2). The overall incidence of R39Q mutation was less than 0.011%, 

and the incidence of R39Q mutation after 2-week incubation with 500 nM of 6-MP, which was almost identical 

to the condition for selection, was 0.011%. We also performed Sanger sequencing of the coding regions of the 

NT5C2 gene and confirmed no additional unintended mutations (Supplemental Fig. S1A). In addition, we 

simply performed direct Sanger sequencing of the genomic PCR products at 3 possible off-target sites located in 

the LCORL, RTTN, and IGFBP3 genes, which were predicted by the sgRNA design software. No clear 

mutations were observed in these sites of the genomic DNA extracted from the subline compared with those 

extracted from the parent cells. (Supplementary Fig. S2A). These observations indicated that R39Q mutation 

was induced as a result of HR without any notable off-target effect.  

Using 2 other sublines (N#2 and N#3), we performed Sanger sequencing of genomic PCR products after 

TA cloning (Fig. 1F and Supplemental Fig. S3). Each sequence indicated in-frame mutation due to small 

insertion/deletions (indels) at the double-strand break site. As a result, Leu41-Ala42 residues would be substituted 

to Thr-Thr, Leu-Gly-Pro. We finally evaluated NT5C2 protein expression levels in the R39Q subline and 

sublines N#2 and N#3 by Western blot analysis using beta-actin expression as an internal control (Fig. 1G). We 

confirmed similar NT5C2 expression levels in each NT5C2-mutated subline and the parental cells. 

2. Introduction of PRPS1 mutation by the CRISPR/Cas9 system  
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We next tried to introduce relapse-specific mutations of the PRPS1 gene. A190T/V and S103N mutations 

are common hotspot mutations (B. Li et al., 2015), and the appropriate PAM site with a high off-target score 

was available for codon 103 but not for codon 190, thus, we chose the PRPS1-S103N mutation as a target. We 

designed sgRNA targeting at the PAM site adjacent to the S103 codon (Fig. 2A). The anti-sense ssODN 

contained the S103N mutation (agc > aAc) and one silent mutation at the PAM motif to prevent the re-cutting of 

repaired loci. We performed the same workflow of introducing NT5C2 mutation (Fig. 1B) and obtained 6-MP-

resistant sublines in 12 out of 20 wells. We further analyzed 5 representative sublines. Subline P#1 showed the 

homozygous S103N mutation with the designed silent mutation in the direct sequencing of genomic PCR 

product (Fig. 2B), indicating that S103N mutation was induced as a result of HR. In the ddPCR analysis 

(Supplemental Table S2), the overall incidence of S103N mutation was less than 0.037% and the incidence after 

2-week incubation with 500 nM of 6-MP was 0.005%. Additionally, in the Sanger sequencing of the coding 

regions of the PRPS1 gene, no additional unintended mutation was observed (Supplemental Fig. S1B). 

Moreover, direct sequencing of the genomic PCR products at 3 possible off-target sites located in the FGGY, 

NCK2, and NHSL1 genes revealed no clear mutations in these sites (Supplementary Fig. S2B). These 

observations indicated that S103N mutation was induced as a result of HR without any notable off-target effect. 

Subline P#2 showed the heterozygous S103T mutation in combination with homozygous 3-bp insertion 

(Supplemental Fig. S4A). Sublines P#3, P#4, and P#5 showed overlapping traces in the direct sequencing of the 

genomic PCR products. Thus, we performed Sanger sequencing of genomic PCR products after TA cloning 

(Fig. 2C and Supplemental Fig. S4B-E). In subline P#3, 5 types of 3-bp insertion were observed at the target site 

(Fig. 2C and Supplemental Fig. S4B-C), which would result in the insertion of Gly (GGG or GGC), Ala (GCT 

or GCC), Ser (TCG). In subline P#4, 6-bp insertion of "CCCCCC", which would result in the insertion of Pro-

Pro, was observed (Fig. 2C and Supplemental Fig. S4D). Furthermore, in subline P#4, the substitution of 

"tttag/AGC" to "cccag/CTC" was observed at the intron 2/exon 3 boundary (Fig. 2C and Supplemental Fig. 

S4E). In this mutation, in spite of the mutation at the 3' end of intron 2, the "ag" consensus of splicing site was 

conserved. Consistently, in the Sanger sequencing of RT-PCR products after TA cloning, the corresponding 

substitution of "AGC" to "CTC" at codon 103, which would result in the transition of Ser to Leu, was 

confirmed. In one of the genomic sequences of subline P#5, the substitution of "atttag" to "ccaaca" was 

observed at the 3' end of intron 2, which completely disrupted the splicing acceptor consensus sequence (Fig. 

2D and Supplemental Fig. S4F). Consistently, in the Sanger sequencing of the RT-PCR products after TA-

cloning, we confirmed the corresponding sequence, in which exon 2 was directly fused to exon 4. We finally 
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evaluated PRPS1 protein expression levels in the S103N subline and the sublines P#2-5 by Western blot 

analysis using alpha-tubulin expression as the internal control (Fig. 2E). Although there were certain variations 

among sublines, relative PRPS1 protein expression levels in the 5 representative sublines were almost identical 

or relatively lower than those in the parental cells. Thus, we further evaluated PRPS1 gene expression levels by 

real-time PCR (Fig. 2F), and confirmed the remarkably lower expression in the PRPS1-mutated sublines than in 

the parental cells. 

3. NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations confer thiopurine resistance 

We recently demonstrated that the continuous 7-day-exposure assay is pharmacologically useful to evaluate the 

significance of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations in thiopurine sensitivity (Somazu et al., 2021). We first 

evaluated 6-MP sensitivity after 7-day exposure using the alamarBlue assay. Parental KOPN55bi cells were 

sensitive to 6-MP (Fig. 3A). The IC50 value of 6-MP in the parental cells was 107 nM, which was approximately 

5 times lower than the clinical serum Cmax level (approximately 560 nM) during maintenance therapy (Balis et 

al., 1998). In contrast, three NT5C2 mutated and 5 PRPS1-mutated sublines were highly resistant to 6-MP (Fig. 

3A and B). The IC50 values of 6-MP in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines were higher than 1000 nM, 

which was higher than the Cmax concentration of 6-MP during maintenance therapy. We next evaluated 

sensitivity to 6-TG after 7-day exposure using alamarBlue assay (Fig. 3C and D). Similar to 6-MP sensitivity, 

the parental cells were sensitive to 6-TG, while the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines were remarkably more 

resistant. The IC50 of 6-TG in the parental cells was 3.0 nM, which was approximately 100 times lower than the 

Cmax level of 6-TG (317 nM) during daily oral administration in childhood ALL patients (Lennard et al., 1993). 

In contrast, the IC50 values of 6-TG in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines were approximately 10 times 

higher than those in the parental cells. We further evaluated the induction of apoptosis after 7-day exposure to 6-

MP at 200 nM by flow cytometry (Fig. 3E and Supplemental Fig. S5). Approximately half of the parental cells 

underwent apoptosis, while most of the NT5C2 or PRPS1-mutated sublines survived. 

6-MP is a prodrug that is converted to TIMP via the purine synthesis de novo pathway. TIMP is finally 

metabolized to 6-thioguanosine 5′-triphosphate, which is incorporated into DNA and reveals anti-leukemic 

activity (Karran & Attard, 2008). Thus, we measured the intracellular levels of TIMP in the NT5C2-R39Q and 

PRPS1-S103N sublines as well as the parental cells after exposure to 6-MP using LC-MS (Fig. 3F). We 

investigated 2 different exposure conditions as follows: one was continuous exposure to 10 µM for 4 hours 

based on the previous report (B. Li et al., 2015), while the other was sequential exposure to 600 nM for 1.3 

hours, 300 nM for 1.3 hours, and 150 nM for 3.3 hours based on the pharmacokinetics of 6-MP during the 
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maintenance therapy (Balis et al., 1998). After continuous exposure, intracellular TIMP levels of the parental 

cells (mean ± SD; 39.5 ± 13.6 ng) were ly higher than those of the NT5C2-R39Q subline (3.4 ± 0.1 ng, p < 

0.001 in Dunnett’s test) and the PRPS1-S103N subline (4.7 ± 1.9 ng, p < 0.01). Moreover, after 

pharmacological exposure, intracellular TIMP levels of parental cells (1.0 ± 0.1 ng) were also ly higher than 

those of the NT5C2-R39Q subline (< 0.4 ng, p < 0.05) and the PRPS1-S103N subline (0.6 ± 0.1 ng, p < 0.01).  

We next measured levels of cellular TGN, which is one of the active 6-MP metabolites, and DNA-TG, 

which is the active 6-MP metabolites incorporated into DNA, in the NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N sublines 

as well as the parental cells treated with 6-MP at 500 nM for 5 days (TGN) or 2 days (DNA-TG). Cellular TGN 

levels of the parental cells (67.5 ± 0.5 pmol/ 5 × 106 cells) were ly higher than those of the NT5C2-R39Q (27.9 ± 

4.3 pmol/ 5 × 106 cells, p < 0.001 in Dunnett’s test) and the PRPS1-S103N sublines (21.6 ± 0.9 pmol/ 5 × 106 

cells, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3G). Similarly, the DNA-TG levels of the parental cells (2362 ± 1269 pmol/ng DNA) 

were ly higher than those of the NT5C2-R39Q (114 ± 28 pmol/ng DNA, p < 0.001) and the PRPS1-S103N 

sublines (646 ± 73 pmol/ng DNA, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3G). These observations indicated that thiopurine resistance 

in NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N sublines were associated with the reduction in the levels of intracellular 

TIMP, TGN, and DNA-TG. 

In the present study, during the selection of mutated sublines, the cells were exposed to 500 nM of 6-MP for 

15 days. Thus, the obtained sublines might also acquire other thiopurine resistance mechanisms. In this context, 

since drug efflux by ABCC4 is reportedly involved in the thiopurine resistance of leukemia cells (Peng et al., 

2008), we evaluated the cellular expression levels of ABCC4 by flow cytometry. Although there were certain 

levels of variability among NT5C2-mutated and PRPS1-mutated sublines, ABCC4 expression levels in these 

sublines were almost similar to that in parental cells (Fig. 3H). These observations suggested that the 

upregulation of ABCC4 is unlikely to be involved in the thiopurine resistance in the obtained sublines. 

Next, we evaluated the sensitivity to other chemotherapeutic agents in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated 

sublines using alamarBlue assay. We investigated the sensitivities to daunorubicin (Fig. 4A and B) and 

vincristine (Fig. 4C and D) and confirmed similar sensitivities in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines and 

parental cells. We also evaluated the sensitivity to dasatinib since KOPN55bi is a Ph+ lymphoid leukemic cell 

line. The dasatinib sensitivities in the NT5C2 mutated and PRPS1-mutated sublines were almost similar to that 

in the parental cells (Fig. 4E and F). These results indicated that the NT5C2 and the PRPS1-mutated sublines 

showed thiopurine-specific resistance. 
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4. Overcoming drug resistance due to NT5C2 or PRPS1 mutations 

Considering that all of the three NT5C2-mutated sublines showed thiopurine-specific resistance, these gain-of-

function mutations of the NT5C2 gene may enhance the dependency of leukemia cells on de novo purine 

synthesis. Mycophenolic acid (MPA) is an inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) inhibitor that 

reportedly shows anti-tumor activity by blocking de novo purine synthesis (Naffouje et al., 2019; Tzoneva et al., 

2018). Thus, we investigated the anti-leukemic activity of MPA in the NT5C2-mutated sublines using 

alamarBlue assay (Fig. 5A). The NT5C2-mutated sublines were remarkably more sensitive to MPA than the 

parental cells. 

We next evaluated the induction of apoptosis after 72-hour exposure to MPA at 1 µM, which is almost 

consistent with serum MPA level during oral administration at the therapeutic dose (Ferreira et al., 2020) (Fig. 

5B). In the parental cells, 65% of the MPA-treated cells underwent apoptosis, while in three NT5C2-mutated 

sublines, approximately 80% of the MPA-treated cells underwent apoptosis. These observations demonstrated 

that the NT5C2 mutation intensified the sensitivity of leukemia cells to MPA at therapeutic concentration. 

We further investigated the synergistic activity of MPA with 6-MP since a previous report revealed synergy 

in the T cell-ALL cell line (Wang et al., 2018). We treated the NT5C2-R39Q subline with both MPA and 6-MP 

at wide ranges of concentrations, and synergistic activities were evaluated based on the results of alamarBlue 

assay (Fig. 5C-D and Supplemental Table S3). To evaluate the synergistic effect, we applied two models: the 

ZIP model and the Loewe model. When synergy scores were calculated based on the ZIP model, the highest 

synergy score (41.7, p = 0.025 in the z-test) was observed between MPA at 312 nM, which was within the 

therapeutic serum concentration level of MPA, and 6-MP at 3000 nM, which was approximately 5 times higher 

than the serum Cmax level of 6-MP: cell viabilities were markedly decreased from 93.1% (MPA alone) and 

86.9% (6-MP alone) to 39.6% (in combination). When the Loewe additivity model was applied, the combination 

index was 0.36, thus indicating a synergistic effect. However, a synergistic effect was not observed between 

therapeutic concentrations of MPA (1250 nM) and 6-MP (333 nM): cell viabilities were slightly decreased from 

34.2% (MPA alone) and 100% (6-MP alone) to 30.5% (in combination), and the synergy score and combination 

index were 2.3 (p = 0.7) and 1.0, respectively. 

We next investigated the anti-leukemic activity of 5-FU in the PRPS1-mutated sublines since it has been 

reported that ALL cell lines transduced with mutated PRPS1 cDNA were more sensitive to 5-FU than those with 

wild-type cDNA (Wang et al., 2018). We evaluated the sensitivity to 5-FU using alamarBlue assay (Fig. 5G). 
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The IC50 value of 5-FU in the parental cells was approximately 2000 µg/ml. There were some variations among 

the sublines, but 5 PRPS1-mutated sublines and parental cells showed almost similar sensitivities. 

Discussion 

In the present study, we applied the CRISPR/Cas9 system to induce the relapse-specific mutations of the NT5C2 

and PRPS1 genes. Considering the off-target score of the target site, we selected the R39Q mutation of the 

NT5C2 gene and the S103N mutation of the PRPS1 gene as candidates. Although most of the 6-MP-resistant 

sublines were mixed populations of diverse mutations at the target sites, we successfully obtained the sublines 

that homozygously acquired the intended mutations with the designed silent mutations as a result of HR. 

Recently, Yang et al. reported the possibility that long-term treatment of 6-MP induces C>T type mutation of 

the TP53 gene in ALL cells (Yang et al., 2021). However, our ddPCR analyses in the parental cells treated with 

6-MP for drug selection (500 nM for 2 weeks) demonstrated that expansion of the minor clones with the 

NT5C2-R39Q or PRPS1-S103N mutations was unlikely. Interestingly, all of the other sublines acquired diverse 

in-frame mutations at the target sites as a result of indels due to NHEJ. These observations indicated the crucial 

involvement of target residues of NT5C2 and PRPS1 in the negative regulation of their catalytic activities. 

R39Q mutation of the NT5C2 gene induces the substitution of the basic amino acid (Arg) to polar amino 

acid (Glu). As a result, the switch-off mechanism was disrupted by static alteration of the positively charged 

inter-monomeric pocket region, which is involved in the regulation from closed inactive configuration to open 

active configuration (Dieck et al., 2018). In the other NT5C2 mutations observed in the present study, adjacent 

Leu41-Ala42 residues were substituted to Thr-Thr or Leu-Gly-Pro due to small in-frame indels at the target site. 

Leu41 and Ala42 residues are non-polar amino acids and located in intermediate portions between beta-strand 

(36-39 residues) and helix (43-45 residues) structures. Despite these substituted amino acids also being non-

polar amino acids except for Thr (polar amino acid), these substitutions may structurally affect the adjacent 

pocket region and, subsequently, disrupt the switch-off mechanism. Further structural analysis of these NT5C2 

mutations may provide a deeper understanding of the significance of Leu41 and Ala42 residues in the regulation 

of NT5C2 catalytic activity. 

In the PRPS1 mutations observed in our sublines, small in-frame indels induced by NHEJ were observed at 

the target site in addition to the S103N mutation induced by HR. Previous crystal structure analysis of human 

PRPS1 revealed that the flexible loop of Lys100–Arg104 residues forms the allosteric site, in which GDP or ADP 

binding negatively regulates catalytic activity of PRPS1 (S. Li et al., 2007). In the relapsed ALL cases, S103T, 
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S103I, and S103N were identified (B. Li et al., 2015). Thus, although polar uncharged Ser103 is substituted to the 

same polar uncharged Asn, Thr, or Ile, structural changes induced by these mutations may affect the binding 

property of nucleotide inhibitors at the allosteric site (B. Li et al., 2015). In the present study, S103L mutation 

was also observed in the established sublines. Considering the substitution of polar uncharged Ser103 to non-

polar Leu, S103L may heavily affect the structure of the allosteric site. In the other mutations observed in the 

present study, non-polar amino acids (Gly, Ala, Leu, or Pro) were inserted just in front of the Ser103 residue. 

These mutations may also disrupt the negative regulation of PRPS1 catalytic activity due to structural changes 

in the allosteric site. 

For the induction of PRPS1-S103N mutation by the CRISPR/Cas9 system, codon 103 locates at the 5' end 

of exon 3. Of note, we confirmed that one of the 6-MP-resistant sublines harbored indels in the 3' end of intron 

2, but not in the coding exon 3. In this mutation, the wild-type sequence of "atttag" at the 3' end of intron 2 was 

substituted to "ccaaca", resulting in the disruption of the splicing acceptor consensus sequence (NYAG). Indeed, 

we confirmed the RT-PCR product corresponding to this mutation, in which exon 2 was directly ligated to exon 

4. Thus, PRPS1 protein derived from this transcript is supposed to lack 33 amino acids corresponding to the 

residues 103-135 encoded by exon 3, but still retain catalytic domain encoded by exons 5 and 6. Although 

precise structural significances of this mutation remain to be elucidated, this aberrant splicing variant may 

heavily disrupt the structure of the allosteric site. 

As one of the thiopurine-resistant mechanisms, we evaluated the ABCC4 expression level and confirmed 

almost similar expression levels between the parental cells and the 6-MP-resistant sublines. Moreover, although 

upregulation of NT5C2 or PRPS1 is potentially associated with thiopurine resistance, we confirmed that NT5C2 

and PRPS1 protein expression levels were not upregulated in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines in 

comparison with those in the parental cells, respectively. Of note, gene and protein expression levels of PRPS1 

in the PRPS1-mutated sublines were rather downregulated, suggesting that mutations adjacent to codon 103 

might somehow affect the stability of PRPS1 transcripts. Finally, we confirmed that sensitivities to 

daunorubicin, vincristine, and dasatinib were almost identical between the parental cells and the NT5C2 and 

PRPS1-mutated sublines. These observations strongly suggested that NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines 

acquired specific resistance to thiopurine due to the acquisition of NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations. 

In the present study, we confirmed that the sublines with NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N mutations were 

resistant to 6-MP at the pharmacological concentration in 7-day exposure assay, while the parental cells were 

highly sensitive. Although we have not tested the in vivo 6-MP-resistant phenotypes of our NT5C2-R39Q and 
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PRPS1-S103N sublines, a previously established knock-in mice model of the tamoxifen-inducible expression of 

Nt5c2-R367Q mutation revealed the 6-MP-resistant phenotype in vivo (Tzoneva et al., 2018). Consistently, we 

confirmed that intracellular TIMP levels in the NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N sublines were ly lower than 

that in the parental cells after sequential 6-hour exposure to 6-MP at the concentrations that mimic 

pharmacokinetics during maintenance therapy (Balis et al., 1998). Although the sublines with NT5C2-R39Q and 

PRPS1-S103N mutations were remarkably more resistant to 6-TG than the parental cells, the IC50 values of 6-

TG in the sublines were below the serum Cmax level during maintenance therapy (Lennard et al., 1993). In 

previous clinical randomized studies with 6-MP versus 6-TG for maintenance therapy, it has been demonstrated 

that 6-TG caused excessive adverse events without improving therapeutic outcomes in comparison with 6-MP 

(Harms et al., 2003; Stork et al., 2010; Vora et al., 2006). However, our observations suggested the possibility 

that the standard dose of 6-TG might be effective for relapsed ALL patients with NT5C2 and PRPS1 mutations. 

Consistent with previous reports, we confirmed that the sublines with NT5C2 mutations were remarkably 

more sensitive to MPA (Stet et al., 1993; Tzoneva et al., 2018). These observations suggested that IMPDH 

inhibitors might be useful for relapsed ALL patients with NT5C2 mutation. In contrast to NT5C2 mutations, we 

could not confirm the utility of 5-FU in the PRPS1-mutated sublines. The previous report indicated that ALL 

cell line (Reh) transfected with S103T mutant PRPS1 cDNA was remarkably more sensitive to 5-FU than that 

transfected with wild-type PRPS1 cDNA (Wang et al., 2018). The IC50 value of 5-FU in the parental Reh was 

reported to be 4.5 µg/ml. In contrast to Reh, the IC50 value of 5-FU in the parental KOPN55bi was over 2000 

µg/ml. Thus, KOPN55bi might not be suitable to test the significance of PRPS1 mutation in 5-FU sensitivity 

because of its intrinsic 5-FU resistance. Another difference between the previous report and the present study is 

the possible involvement of transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation. In the previous study, in addition 

to the intrinsic wild-type PRPS1 expression, either wild-type or mutated PRPS1 cDNA was transduced with a 

lentiviral vector (Wang et al., 2018). In the present study, the significance of the PRPS1 mutation was evaluated 

in the intrinsic gene. Moreover, gene and protein expression levels of PRPS1 were rather downregulated in our-

mutated sublines. Thus, these differences in the PRPS1 expression levels might be somehow associated with 

differences in 5-FU sensitivity. 

In summary, we successfully introduced hotspot relapse-specific mutations of the NT5C2 and PRPS1 genes 

into a human lymphoid leukemia cell line as a result of HR using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Moreover, we 

confirmed diverse in-frame mutations at the target sites as a result of NHEJ. These cellular systems enable to 

evaluate pharmacological and structure-biological significances of the hotspot mutations under control of the 
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intrinsic gene regulation. Our model will be a novel valuable tool for developing new therapeutic approaches to 

overcome the thiopurine resistance in relapsed ALL. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1 Introduction of NT5C2 mutations. (A) The clinical course of early relapse in childhood ALL due to 

acquisition of NT5C2 or PRPS1 mutations by genetic instability during chemotherapy including 6-MP 

treatment. (B) Schematic diagram of the designed sgRNA and the ssODN. The top 2 lines indicate wild-type 

amino acid and nucleotide sequences, and the bottom 2 lines indicate mutated nucleotide and amino acid 

sequences of anti-sense ssODN. Arrows indicate the directions of sgRNA and ssODN. Targeted codon 39 is 

highlighted in yellow, and the PAM site is underlined. Black arrowhead indicates the cleave site of Cas9 

nuclease. Red characters indicate nucleotide substitutions and the R39Q mutation. (C) Experimental workflow. 

(D) Sanger sequencing of the genomic PCR products in three NT5C2-mutated sublines and parental cells. (E) 

Sanger sequencing of the genomic PCR product in R39Q mutated subline. Red arrowheads indicate nucleotide 

substitutions. (F) Summary of Sanger sequencing of genomic PCR products after TA-cloning in NT5C2-

mutated sublines. Red characters indicate nucleotide substitutions and the resultant amino acid changes. (G) 

NT5C2 protein expression levels in NT5C2-mutated sublines and parental cells. Beta-actin expression levels 

were evaluated as an internal control. 

Fig. 2 Introduction of PRPS1 mutations. (A) Schematic diagram of the sgRNA and the ssODN. Intron 2-exon 3 

boundary was indicated at the top of the panel. The top 2 lines indicate wild-type amino acid and nucleotide 

sequences, and the bottom 2 lines indicate mutated nucleotides and amino acid sequences of anti-sense ssODN. 

Arrows indicate the directions of sgRNA and ssODN. Targeted codon 103 is highlighted in blue, and the PAM 

site is underlined. Black arrowhead indicates the cleave site of Cas9 nuclease. Red characters indicate nucleotide 

substitutions and the S103N mutation. (B) Sanger sequencing of the genomic PCR product in S103N mutated 

subline. Red arrowheads indicate nucleotide substitutions. (C) Summary of Sanger sequencing of genomic PCR 
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products after TA cloning in PRPS1-mutated sublines. Red characters indicate nucleotide substitutions and the 

resultant amino acid changes. The dashed line indicates the intron 2-exon 3 boundary. (D) Sanger sequencing of 

genomic PCR and RT-PCR products after TA cloning in subline P#5. Dash boxes indicate the splice acceptor 

site. (E) PRPS1 protein expression levels in PRPS1-mutated sublines and parental cells. Alpha-tubulin 

expression levels were evaluated as an internal control. (F) PRPS1 mRNA expression levels in PRPS1-mutated 

sublines and their parental cells. The vertical axis indicates the relative mRNA expression levels. Error bars 

indicate the standard deviations of triplicated analysis (double asterisk, p < 0.01; one-way ANOVA followed by 

Dunnett’s test). 

Fig. 3 Thiopurine resistance in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines. (A-D) Dose-response curves of 6-MP 

(A, B) and 6-TG (C, D) in the NT5C2 (A, C) or PRPS1 (C, D) mutated sublines and parental cells. Horizontal 

and vertical axes indicate the concentrations of 6-MP or 6-TG and cell viability in the alamarBlue assay, 

respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviations of triplicated analysis. (E) Induction of apoptosis after 

7-day exposure to 200 nM of 6-MP in NT5C2-R39Q and PRPS1-S103N-mutated sublines and parental cells. 

Flow cytometric analysis of annexin V-binding (horizontal axis) and PI staining (vertical axis) are indicated. 

The percentages of living cells (lower-left), early apoptotic cells (lower-right), and late apoptotic cells (upper-

right) are indicated in the corner of each panel. (F) Intracellular TIMP levels in the NT5C2-R39Q (orange 

column), PRPS1-S103N (blue column) mutated sublines and parental cells (grey column) after continuous 

exposure to 10 µM of 6-MP for 4 hours (middle panel) and sequential exposure to 600 nM of 6-MP for 1.3 

hours, 300 nM for 1.3 hours, and 150 nM for 3.3 hours (left panel). Error bars indicate the standard deviations of 

triplicated analysis (asterisk, p < 0.05; double asterisk, p < 0.01; triple asterisk, p < 0.05; one-way ANOVA 

followed by Dunnett test). (G) Intracellular DNA-TG and TGN levels in the NT5C2-R39Q (orange column), 

PRPS1-S103N (blue column) sublines, and parental cells (grey column) after exposure to 6-MP. Error bars 

indicate the standard deviations of triplicated analysis (triple asterisk, p < 0.001; one-way ANOVA followed by 

Dunnett test). (H) Cellular ABCC4 expression levels in NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines and parental cells. 

Flow cytometric analysis of Alexa Flour 488 staining (horizontal axis) and cell count (vertical axis) are 

indicated. Red and orange shades indicate isotype control and anti-ABCC4 antibody fluorescence intensities, 

respectively.  

Fig. 4 Sensitivities to chemotherapeutic agents in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines. Dose-response 

curves of daunorubicin (A, B), vincristine (C, D), and dasatinib (E, F) in the NT5C2 (A, C, E) and PRPS1 (B, 
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D, F) mutated sublines and parental cells (black line). Horizontal and vertical axes indicate the concentrations of 

each agent and cell viability, respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviations of triplicated analysis.  

Fig. 5 Overcoming thiopurine resistance in the NT5C2 and PRPS1-mutated sublines. (A) Dose-response curves 

of MPA sensitivity in NT5C2-R39Q subline and parental cells (black line). Horizontal and vertical axes indicate 

the concentrations of MPA and cell viability, respectively. Error bars indicate standard deviations in triplicated 

analysis. (B) Induction of apoptosis after 3-day exposure to 1 µM of MPA in NT5C2-mutated sublines and 

parental cells. Flow cytometric analysis of annexin V-binding (horizontal axis) and PI staining (vertical axis) are 

indicated. The percentages of living cells (lower-left), early apoptotic cells (lower-right), and late apoptotic cells 

(upper-right) are indicated in the corner of each panel. (C, D) Cell viability of the NT5C2-R39Q subline under 

treatment of 6-MP at 3000 nM and MPA at 312.5 nM (C) or 6-MP at 333.3 nM and MPA at 1250 nM (D). Error 

bars indicate standard deviations in triplicated analysis. (E, F) Combination effect of MPA and 6-MP in NT5C2-

R39Q subline. Each synergy score determined by SynergyFinder software (E) and combination index 

determined by CalcuSyn software (F) at diverse concentrations is indicated. Boxes indicate the combinations 

demonstrated in the following figures. (G) Dose-response curves of 5-FU in the PRPS1-mutated sublines and 

parental cells (black line). Horizontal and vertical axes indicate the concentrations of 5-FU and cell viability, 

respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviations in triplicated analysis. 
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Fig. 4
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